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Executive Summary
The measure ‘Integrated PT Fare System’ is aimed at introducing an integrated public
transport fare system for trains and buses in Bologna. It seeks to allow passengers to use
different modes of public transport including buses, trains, car sharing, public bike, and Park
and Ride service with the same electronic ticket. TPER, as Bologna public transport
company and Regione Emilia Romagna worked together with the local transport operators of
the region to strengthen the intermodal network (railway, bus). They integrated the various
services and established an integrated fare system based on a single same electronic
ticketing system called “Mi Muovo”. During the preparation phase TPER was the project
leader in compiling a unique document with technical specifications for the tender regarding
the technology supply (on board equipment, management software, ticketing office devices,
etc.).This required strong coordination and merging of the different needs of the transport
operators of the region. The MIMOSA measure contributed to the successful launch of the
new system in January 2010 and paved the way for a smooth transition process from the old
to the new system. The tariff is proportional to the number of public transport zones crossed
and it is the same for different transport modes. The objective of the measure was to
promote the new integrated system by organizing specific activities and providing information
to raise awareness and acceptance among public transport users.
The measure was implemented in the following stages:
Stage 1: Design of the information campaign (May 09 – November 09) To introduce the
new fare and ticketing system, a large scale information campaign was designed to provide
explanations on the new fare system based on zone crossing and on the use of new
magnetic tickets and contactless smart cards to public transport users.
Stage 2: Realization and distribution of the information material (November 09 – April
10) A large range of communication forms were used such as posters and leaflets at
strategic locations to reach public transport users, online information as well as a presence
during public events.
Stage 3: Marketing campaign concerning new integrated tickets for bus and train (May
10 – December 11) Specific information initiatives were carried out by Regione Emilia
Romagna to promote the new annual season tickets (train+bus) “Mi muovo city più” allowing
users to use trains and buses arriving at some railway stations in the Bologna hinterland. The
information campaign also promoted the monthly ticket “Mi muovo mese”.
Stage 4: Public transport users survey (April 2012 – July 2012) A users survey was
designed with the aim of evaluating the knowledge and acceptance of the new electronic
ticketing system and to understand the users’ opinion concerning fare and ticketing
integration of train and bus. The survey, conducted in May 2012, sampled more than 800 bus
and/or train users at strategic locations such as the main bus stations in Bologna city centre
and in neighbourhood municipalities connected to the network and at the central railway
station.
Based on the results of the users’ survey conducted during the fourth stage of the measure
and on the analysis of the revenues generated by the new fare system, the impact evaluation
revealed the evolution in users’ awareness and acceptance. Key-results demonstrated the
success of the new ticketing system; in particular, users expressed very positive feedback on
the integration of services (bus and train): 48% of the people samples indicated that this new
fare system facilitates their use of public transport. This is also reflected by the increase of
season tickets sold.
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The process evaluation enabled the identification of barriers and drivers encountered during
the implementation process. The main barriers encountered related to the approval process
of the new fare structure and ticketing system. This took a long time due to the different local
administration and political entities involved in the new network. Two main drivers
contributed to the successful implementation of the measure. Firstly, political commitments
were reached to carry out the fare and ticketing integration of public transport at a local and
regional level. Secondly, the high level of challenges of such an innovative project
contributed to motivate all actors involved (technicians, workers, ticket office operators, call
center operators). This stimulated a very positive working situation.
Two final recommendations came from Bologna’s experience. Firstly, the implementation
of a new electronic fare and ticketing system implies a major investment in terms of
equipment and resources. This investment can be justified only if the introduction of the new
technology is parallel with the improvement and increase of the services offered (integration
of transport modes, access to other services). Secondly, information campaigns are a
fundamental aspect to achieve acceptance of a new ticketing system among users. The
information has to be first on regulations and technologies used, but also focused on specific
target groups in order to reach each category of the population with relevant information.
The implementation of the integrated fare and ticketing system represented a fundamental
step for the integration of train and bus services but also for the creation of a unique card for
mobility services in the city. This new service proved to be efficient to encourage citizens to
use the entire public transportation services available in the Bologna region.
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The measure objectives are:
High level objectives:



Increase use of public transport
Rationalize mobility in cities

Strategic level objectives:


Improve the quality of public transport service

Specific measure objectives:


A2

Develop the supporting activities to improve acceptance and awareness of the new
integrated electronic ticketing system allowing the creation of a real intermodal network
with bus and train modes.

Description

TPER as Bologna public transport company and Regione Emilia Romagna together with the
local transport operators of the region has worked to create a real intermodal network
(railway, bus) through the integration of services and the realization of an integrated fare
structure and an electronic ticketing system named “Mi Muovo”.
Finally, on 1st January 2010 the first application started in Bologna. The objective of the
Mimosa measure was to develop all the supporting activities for the launch of the new
electronic fare and ticketing system in order to increase awareness and acceptance of the
new system.
The launch was supported by a strong information campaign to inform citizens on new rules
on fares and new tickets characteristics (smart card for season tickets, paper magnetic pass
for other tickets).
Specific information initiatives were realized from Regione Emilia Romagna to promote the
new integrated tickets (train+bus) named Mi Muovo and Mi muovo city più (annual season
tickets), Mi muovo mese (monthly tickets).
The smart card Mi Muovo is becoming a general mobility card that allows access to public
transport, park&ride areas, bike sharing service, car sharing service, etc.
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The innovative aspects of the measure are:
Innovative aspect 1 – New organisational opportunity – The integrated electronic fare
and ticketing system implemented allows with a unique card (“Mi muovo”) the interoperability
among different public transport providers and modes.

B2

Research and Technology Development

The new electronic ticketing system project developed for the application in the whole
Regione Emilia Romagna was realized taking into account an “open and flexible”
technological solution that will:
-

have a unique smart card for different transport modes

-

be open to other services (bike sharing, car sharing, etc..)

-

have the possibility to create the clearing system with data concerning the real use of
each mode of transport

-

have high security levels

-

have the possibility to create a clearing system for incomes of different transport
companies that uses real data collected on board (validations) and not
statistical/historical data.

-

have system reliability

The R&D activity identified the Calypso international electronic ticketing standard as the most
appropriate technology for the contactless smart cards.
The contact-less smart card has a unique processor with a specific application for transport.
The application allows the management of up to 4 different contracts at the same time.
The security of the cards is guaranteed from physical SAM (Security Access Module) with
asymmetric keys.
Web site for more information: http://www.calypsonet-asso.org/

B3

Situation before CIVITAS

The urban sprawl during last decades has brought a transport network not well
interconnected that stimulated the use of private cars. At the moment the motorization rate
indicates that the modal split is shifting toward public transport, but this is not enough.
The metropolitan area of Bologna is now working on the Stimer Project: the fare integration
of multimodal public transport means. The goal of the project is to improve the use of public
transport, implementing the fare payment service of several local services (bus and rail in the
regional area) with a unique ticket. This will be available on a microchip card supporting
electronic wallet features.
The contact-less card will permit citizens to access different integrated public transport
services. The Stimer new fare and ticketing system started in Bologna from 1/1/2010.
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Actual Implementation of the Measure

The measure was implemented in the following stages:
Stage 1: Design of the information campaign (May 09 – Nov 09)
The new fare and ticketing system is a big change for public transport users.
For this reason the information campaign is a very important step for a succcessful start of
the new system.
The campaign focused on the explanation of the new fare system based on zone crossing on
one side, on the other side it explained the use of new magnetic tickets and contactless
smart cards.
Stage 2: Realization and distribution of the information material (Nov 09 – Apr 10)
The new fare and ticketing system started in January 2010. Main activities concerned
information to citizens:




Realization of the material for the information campaign: the campaign was addressed
to public transport users and consisted of:
o

Information posters at bus stops, ticket offices and on board buses;

o

Leaflets with general information on the new fare structure and the ticketing
system available at ticket offices and municipalities offices of Bologna and the
Province;

o

Maps of the whole area involved in the new fare structure and ticketing system
with the zone structure. The area was divided into 5 maps with the zone
boundaries and characteristics.

o

Leaflets and posters concerning the annual integrated annual season ticket
bus+train “Mi Muovo”

o

Information on web sites of transport company, Regione Emilia Romagna

o

Information desk during city events.

Distribution of the information material: brochures and leaflets were distributed through
TPER offices, Information points of the Municipalities of Bologna and Province.
Fig. B4.1 - The new contact-less smart card for public transport
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Fig. B4.2 - Information on the new fare and ticketing system

Stage 3: Marketing campaign concerning new integrated tickets for bus and train (May
10 – Dec 11)
A further campaign concerned the launch of new integrated tickets train+bus:
1) "Mi Muovo Mese" monthly ticket to travel by train and circulate in the urban area with
buses, with an appropriate fare reduction .
2) "Mi Muovo Citypiù" integrated annual season ticket train+bus allows circulating with trains
and buses in the urban area and also in some railways stations of the hinterland (San
Lazzaro, Casalecchio)
Fig. B4.3 - Info campaign of the integrated season ticket “Mi muovo mese”
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Stage 4: Public transport users survey (April 2012 – July 2012)
We designed a users survey with the aim of evaluating the knowledge and acceptance of the
new electronic ticketing system and to understand the opinion of users concerning the fare
and ticketing integration between train and bus. The survey was done in May 2012 sampling
more than 800 bus and/or train users. The interviews were done at some of main bus stops
in Bologna city centre, at the railway station, at the bus station and at main bus stops of the
two main municipalities around Bologna (Casalecchio and San Lazzaro).
Fig. B4.4 - Users survey at bus stops

B5

Inter-Relationships with Other Measures

The realization of the new fare and ticketing system is the basis for the development of the
measure 2.3 and 2.4.
Measure 2.3 concerns the realization of a ticketing system on the bus that uses the on board
computer and the validator to “issue” tickets.
Measure 2.4 realized a recharging system for tickets on smart cards using the ATM circuit of
banks.
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C1.1 Impacts and Indicators
Table C1.1.1: Indicators.
Evaluation area Evaluation
category
Economy

Impact

Benefits

No.
1

Operating
Revenues

Capital Costs

Investment
Costs

3
Maintenance
Costs
Society

Acceptance

Maintenanc
e cost
4

Awareness

Sales data

Data of
years
200920102011

TPER costs

Year
20092010

TPER costs

Estimatio
n after
warranty
expiring

Awareness
level

Surveys to
45
public transport
users by a
specialized
company

Acceptance
level

Surveys to
45
public transport
users by a
specialized
company

5
Acceptance

Source of data Month

Operating
revenues

2
Costs

Indicator

Detailed description of the indicator methodologies:
Indicator 1-3 “Economical evaluation area”:
“Operating revenues”: we considered total sales data of Bologna urban and extraurban
service and also data on number of season tickets sold in the years 2009-2010-2011.
“Capital costs”: we consider the total cost for the realization of the new fare and ticketing
system.
“Maintenance costs”: we estimate annual maintenance costs (the system is at the moment
under warranty).
Indicator 4-5 “Society evaluation area”:
In order to evaluate the society aspects we realized a survey among bus and train users
during the last week of May 2012. The survey was mainly addressed to understand the
awareness and the acceptance of the new integrated ticketing system as well as the effects
on mobility behaviours.
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The survey was done:
-

at three of the main bus stops of the Bologna city centre : Rizzoli, Marconi and Lame

-

at Bologna bus station

-

at Bologna railway station

-

at the main bus stops in the centre of Casalecchio and San Lazzaro that are the main
towns around Bologna.

The sample of the survey was of 856 people.

C1.2 Establishing a Baseline
The new fare and ticketing system started on 1/01/2010 and for that reason we chose 2009
as baseline data. The comparisons between two consecutive year is more significant than
the comparisons of two distant years: disturbances may occur and they can influence data
and compromise a correct evaluation (for example in 2008 the transport network was quite
different from the 2010 one, so we preferred to use 2009 as a baseline as it is more similar to
2010).

C1.3 Building the Business-As-Usual Scenario
The business as usual scenario shows the situation in the future if this measure had not
taken place. Mobility needs grow every day and, while availability of collective services
increase, users cannot take full advantages of them because of different operators, modes
and tickets. The interchange among different modes and/or operators is extremely difficult
because for each service the user needs to have a special ticket and learn different travel
rules. Services are often overlapped and the possibilities of integration on the same routes is
extremely limited from difficulties in calculating and sharing revenues. Users cannot take
advantages of possible discount of an integrated use of services with a unique ticket. As
concerns the specific indicators we used for the evaluation we would have found:
-

Lower revenues due to the lack of integrated season tickets

-

Perception of a lower quality of the service from users

C2

Measure Results

The results are presented under sub headings corresponding to the areas used for indicators
– economy, energy, environment, society and transport.
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C2.1 Economy
Indicator 1-3 “Economical evaluation area”:
Table C2.1.1: Operating revenues, investment costs, maintenance costs in Euro

Sales data urban and
extraurban service

2009

2010

2011

44.817.866

46.633.038

51.963.627

Total revenues (in euro)
Total Investment costs
(in euro)

8.000.000

Yearly maintenance
costs (estimation since
the system is under
warranty)

500.000

Table C2.1.2: Number of season tickets sold
Sales data

2009

2010

2011

285.017

279.446

290.759

0

0

7.181

28.833

30.570

33.884

861

1.147

Number of tickets
(season tickets)
Urban Monthly season
tickets (including the
integrated ticket Mi Muovo
mese)
Mi Muovo mese
Urban Annual season
tickets (including the
integrated ticket Mi Muovo
e Mi Muovo Studenti)
Mi Muovo e Mi Muovo
Studenti
Extraurban monthly season
tickets

102.470

111.042

105.186

Extraurban annual season
tickets

8.184

8.578

9.236

Table C2.1.1 shows the trend of the total sales. Data are influenced both by the increase in
tickets sold and the increase in fares. These data are useful to show the dimension of the
measure.
Table C2.1.2 shows the trend of season tickets sold: the increase in season tickets is also
due to the interoperability introduced with the “Mi Muovo”card.
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C2.2 Energy
Not applicable

C2.3 Environment
Not applicable

C2.4 Transport
Not applicable

C2.5 Society
Indicator 4 Awareness:
We asked citizens if they know the new integrated electronic ticketing system characteristics
based on rechargeable smart cards for season tickets and paper magnetic pass for the other
tickets.
40% said they know the system characteristics in full while 28% knows only magnetic tickets.
About 32% didn’t know the new system characteristics (See Tab. 2.5.1). This percentage of
“indifference” is confirmed also in the next answers (See Fig. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3) and represents
users that are not aware of innovation in public transport. We analysed the composition of
this 32%: we found that about 62% of them are occasional users (people that use single
tickets) and for this reason it’s hard to reach and make them aware of service improvements
with information campaigns.
Tab. 2.5.1: results from survey regarding awareness of the new system
Do you know the new ticketing system? (smart card and magnetic tickets)
Sample size: 856
%
Yes

40

No

32

Yes, partially only magnetic tickets

28

Total

100

After explaining briefly the system characteristics we asked how they consider the innovation
made; about 67% consider it positive or very positive while 32% is indifferent, only 2%
negative (see Tab. 2.5.2).
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Tab. 2.5.2: results from survey regarding perception of the new system
How do you consider this innovation?

tot.

%

Very positive

79

9,2

Positive

482

56,3

Indifferent

275

32,1

Negative

20

2,3

Total

856

100,0

Indicator 5 Acceptance:
After the first two questions concerning awareness we continued the survey to assess the
acceptance of the new system as a whole (new fare structure and new electronic ticketing
system).
We asked people if the new system facilitated their personal use of public transport: about
48% gave a positive answer, 36% of those interviewed did not have a definite opinion while
15% gave a negative answer.
It’s relevant that about half of the users see the new ticketing system as a facilitation in the
use of public transport (see Tab. 2.5.3)
Tab. 2.5.3: results from survey regarding the PERSONAL use of public transport
Do you think that this innovation facilitates YOUR use of public transport?
%
Sample size: 856
Yes

48

No

15

Don’t know

36

No answer

1

Total

100

We asked people if the new ticketing system could be an incentive for increasing the use of
public transport:
The results are very encouraging: 58% gave a positive answer, while only 12% negative.
(see Tab. 2.5.4)
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Tab. 2.5.4: results from survey regarding the GENERAL use of public transport
Do you think that this innovation facilitates IN GENERAL the use of public
%
transport and increases it ? Sample size: 856
Yes

57,94

No

11,57

Don’t know

30,26

No answer

0,23

Total

100,00

We went on to examine the characteristic of the integration of tickets for different transport
modes (train and bus) asking users how do they evaluate this possibility.
The answers confirmed the great value of this option: about 77% give a positive answer
while only 1% is negative. This results confirm that the integration of different public transport
modes is a requirement of users (see Fig. 2.5.1).
Fig. 2.5.1: results from survey regarding perception of integration train/bus
How do you evaluate the possibility of integrated use of the different
transport means (train, bus)?
Sample size: 856

Negative

0,9%

21,7%

Indifferent

52,2%

Positive

25,1%

Very positive

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

We asked whether people think that the integration could be an incentive for the use of public
transport. They gave again a positive feedback: 68% answered that the integration will favour
the increase of public transport use. Each action that goes in the direction of transport
integration, in this case ticketing integration, is appreciated by users. (see Fig. 2.5.2)
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Fig 2.5.2: results from survey regarding reflections of the bus/train integration on
public transport use
Do you think that the possibility to use bus and train with an
integrated ticket will favour and increase
the use of public transport?
Sample size: 856

Don't know
26%

No
6%
Yes
68%

Also the last question on personal mobility habits gave a 30% of users that uses/will use
public transport more as a result of the ticketing integration (see Fig. 2.5.3).
We analyzed the characteristics of this 30% of citizens (257 people): we discovered that
28,40% of them are occasional users (73 people).
In our analysis occasional users are people that use single tickets, multi journeys and daily
tickets. Regular customers are all season tickets holders.
With this assumptions if we compare 73 occasional users with the total number of occasional
users (383 people on the total sample of 856) we can calculate that 19,84% of the total
sample of occasional users will use the public transport more that means a relevant modal
shift from private modes to public transport.
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Fig. 2.5.3: results from survey regarding change in mobility habits
Do you think the new ticketing system
influenced you mobility habits?
Sample size 856

No answer

2,3%

No, it doesn't
influence my
mobility habits

67,6%

Yes, I used
and/or I will use
more public
transport
0

30,0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

C3

Achievement of Quantifiable Targets and Objectives

No.

Target

1

Develop the supporting activities to improve acceptance and awareness of
the new integrated electronic ticketing system that allowed to create a real 
intermodal network with bus and train modes.

Rating

NA = Not Assessed O = Not Achieved
 = Achieved in full

 = Substantially achieved (at least 50%)
 = Exceeded

The target was achieved because, as we can see from the survey, the system is in general
well known by users and they evaluate it as a positive innovation that facilitates the access to
public transport services and as a consequence increases their use of it.

C4

Up-Scaling of Results

The new fare and ticketing system is going to be expanded in the whole Regione Emilia
Romagna to urban and extraurban bus transport and regional railways involving all the public
companies of the Region.
During 2013 also private transport companies will be involved in the extention of the
electronic ticketing system in order to achieve, by the end of 2014, a unique ticket for all
transport services of the Region.
For the implementation of the system we selected market standards (ex: Calypso) that
guarantee the replication in other contexts.
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Appraisal of Evaluation Approach

The evaluation would have been more complete if we had the possibility to collect data
before/after concerning the modal split of the transport modes use.
These data are not available at the moment and they are only measurable through the
population census. With this information we could have measured change in mobility
behaviours.

C6

Summary of Evaluation Results



System acceptance – the results of the user survey demonstrated the success of the
new ticketing system in particular with regard to the integration of services (bus and
train)



Transport use – the results of the user survey demonstrated that the integrated ticket
for bus and train encourages use of public transport. This is also reflected by the
increase of season tickets sold.

C7

Future Activities Relating to the Measure

After the end of the Mimosa project the activity concerning integrated PT fare system will
continue with the realization of a clearing centre to allow the integration of data from the
different companies and the sharing of revenues. The activities will be of commercial,
contractual and administrative nature and will represent a big challenge for the different
companies of the Regione Emilia Romagna.
The realization of the electronic ticketing and the acceptance from users of the new fare
system developed within Mimosa were the fundamental steps for the development of the
regional integration that foresees the realization of the clearing system as an ambitious final
objective.
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Process Evaluation Findings

D0

Focused Measure
X
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2.1

0 No focussed measure
1 Most important reason
2 Second most important reason
3 Third most important reason

D1

Deviations from the Original Plan

No sensible deviations from the original plan

D2

Barriers and Drivers

D2.1 Barriers
Preparation phase


Long approval process – The approval process of the new fare structure and
ticketing system required long time because it implied a political work to merge needs
of different local authorities concerning the fare zones definition and characteristics.



Complexity of the project – The fare and ticketing system developed is a regional
system: during the preparation phase TPER worked together with all the public
transport companies of Regione Emilia Romagna. TPER was the project leader for the
realization of a unique documents with the technical specification for the call for tender
for the technology supply (on board equipment, management software, ticketing office
devices, etc..). This implied strong coordination and merging of the different needs of
the transport operators of the region.

Implementation phase


Involvment of the company departments – The realization of the new ticketing
system required the involvement of all company departments. This means hard work of
coordination of people and activities.

Operation phase


Transition from the old to the new system – In the first operation period both old
and new validators as well as old and new tickets were valid. This caused some
practical problems for PT users (new tickets stuck in old validators, old tickets in new
validators, etc.)
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D2.2 Drivers
Preparation phase


Political commitments – There was a strong local and regional commitment to
realize the fare and ticketing integration of public transport

Implementation phase


High system potential – this extremely innovative system was a big challenge for all
the people working in the realization: technicians, workers, ticket office operators, call
center operators. The expectations were very high and created a very positive working
situation.

Operation phase


Users acceptance Although the system had a big impact on users habits, the citizens
acceptance was very high because they perceived the benefits of the system. Also the
information activities were simplified by this good perception.



Company acceptance The substitution of old electromechanical validators with new
electronic devices gives great advantages in terms of efficiency, maintenance and
reliability.

D2.3 Activities
Preparation phase


Creation of a working group – A specific working group composed of one
representative from each of the different transport companies and the Regional
authority was created to design the new system. This activity was taken to overcome
the barrier “complexity of the project”.

Implementation phase


Use of project management tools - The project was realized using all technical and
management tools of a project of high technical, organisational and management
complexity:
-

periodic meetings with the Directors,

-

scheduling of activities;

-

meetings for checks on progress;

-

identification of relevant people for subprojects;

-

monitoring of costs and progress of works

-

on-line reports

This activity was taken to overcome the barrier “complexity of the project”.
Operation phase


Information campaign – strong awareness campaign to inform citizens of the new
fare rules, the ticketing system, the new tickets.
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This activity was taken to overcome the barrier “Transition from the old to the new
system”.

D3

Participation

D3.1 Measure Partners


Measure partner 1 –TPER spa as public transport company has a principal role in
the realization of the new fare and ticketing system in the Bologna urban, suburban and
extra urban service



Measure partner 2 – Regione Emilia has a coordination role in the realization of the
regional system and also in the planning and design of information campaigns

D3.2 Stakeholders


Stakeholder 1 – Citizens in general and in particular public transport users that are the
final users of the new ticketing system and can take advantage of the integration of the
transport modes integration



Stakeholder 2 – Municipality of Bologna



Stakeholder 3 – Regione Emilia Romagna



Stakeholder 4 – Province of Bologna
The Municipality, Regione Emilia Romagna and the Province are the shareholders of
TPER (the transport company) so they influenced the strategic choices of innovative
projects. In particular Regione Emilia Romagna had a fundamental role for the
realization of the integration at regional level



D4

Stakeholder 5 – SRM (Mobility Agency supervisor of the public transport in Bologna.
TPER and SRM sign each year a service agreement)

Recommendations

D4.1 Recommendations: Measure Replication


Sustainability of Technological innovation investments– The realization of a new
electronic fare and ticketing system implies a big investment in terms of equipment and
resources. This investment can be justified and sustainable only if the introduction of
the new technology goes in parallel with the improvement and increase of the services
offered (transport modes integration, access to other services).

D4.2 Recommendations: Process (Related to Barrier-, Driver- and Action
Fields)


Information campaign – For complete success in the introduction of a new ticketing
system a fundamental aspect is providing information to citizens: the information has to
be first of all general on rules and technologies used but attention has also to be paid
to specific segments of people in order to reach each category with the relevant
information.
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